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ACTIVITIES OF STATE FINGERPRINT BUREAUX 
 

Finger Print Bureaux operating in States/UTs are assisting Police in their investigation by 

visiting the scene of crime and matching the chance prints developed at the scene of crime (SoC) 

with the FP database. Some of the important cases solved through Fingerprint science in various 

states are highlighted below: 

ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS 
 

1. P.S. Aberdeen, District South Andaman, FIR No. 262/2020, Dated 14.06.2020 u/s 

380/511 IPC 

 

On 18.06.2019, a team led by Fingerprint Expert from Fingerprint Cell (CID) visited the 

crime scene. After a thorough examination of SOC, finger print team has found a Chance print 

on the Wall (Tiles surface) and developed it with black powder and lifted it. On examining and 

comparing it with the Search slips, it was found identical with the right thumb finger of the 

suspect, Thus, the fingerprint expert helped in providing scientific and infallible evidence against 

the culprit. 

  
2. P.S. Aberdeen, District South Andaman, FIR No.319/2020, Dated 15.11.2020 u/s 

302 IPC 

On 15.11.2020, a fingerprint team from fingerprint cell (CID) visited the crime scene. On 

thorough examination of the scene of crime, team has developed 07 chance prints out of this one 

chance print found on switch board has found identical with Right Thumb impression of accused. 

Thus, the fingerprint team helped in providing scientific and infallible evidence against the 

culprit. 

ANDHRA PRADESH 

1. P.S. Arilova, District Visakhapatnam City, FIR No. 463/2020, Dated 22.10.2020 u/s 
457, 380 IPC 

 

This is a grave ATM robbery occurred on 22.10.2020. The offender entered into the ATM and 

broke the cash box with a gas cutter and decamped with booty worth Rs. 9,59,500/-. Finger Print 

Expert, FPB visited the scene of crime on the same day and developed 25 chance prints. After 

elimination of inmate’s prints, the remaining prints were compared with the finger print records 

of SFPB, CID, AP, Mangalagiri. Five (05) chance prints were found identical with the offender. 

Based on the report of FP Expert, the IO concerned apprehended the offender on 27.10.2020 and 

recovered the property of Rs. 6,47,000/-. Thus, the finger print identification of the offender 

helped the IO to apprehend the offender and speedy recovery of the property. 
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2.  P.S. Narasapuram Town, District West Godavari, FIR No. 175/2020, Dated. 

12.11.2020 u/s 457, 380 IPC 

 
This is a grave house breaking offence occurred in the Narasapuram police station range 

on 12.11.2020. The offender entered into house and broke steel almirah and decamped with 

booty worth Rs. 68,25,000/-. Finger Print Expert,  FPB visited the scene of crime on 12.11.2020 

and developed 04 chance prints. After eliminating the unfit chance prints, the remaining chance 

prints were processed and compared with the finger print records of SFPB, CID, AP, 

Mangalagiri and three (03) chance prints were found identical with the offender. Based on this 

Finger Print examination report, the IO concerned apprehended the offender on 11.01.2021 and 

recovered the property of Rs. 51,60,000/-.  

 

 

3. P.S. Polavaram, District West Godavari, FIR No. 152/2020, Dated 06.08.2020 u/s 

457, 380 IPC 
 

This is a grave house breaking offence occurred in the Polavaram police station range on 

06.08.2020. The offender entered into the house and broke the steel almirah and decamped with 

booty worth Rs. 52, 26,016/-. Finger Print Expert, FPB visited the scene of crime on the same day 

and developed 03 chance prints. The developed chance prints were processed and compared with 

the finger print records of SFPB, CID, AP, Mangalagiri and one (01) chance print was found 
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identical with the offender. Based on the report of FP Expert, the IO concerned apprehended the 

offender on 07.08.2020 and recovered the property of Rs. 52, 21,000/-.  

 

 
 

 
4. P.S. Patamata, District Guntur Krishna, FIR No. 57/2020, Dated 20.01.2020 u/s 

457, 380 IPC 
 

This is a grave house breaking offence occurred in the Patamata police station range 

on 20.01.2020. The offender entered into house through bathroom ventilator and decamped with 

booty worth Rs. 17,02,000/- from the bedroom shelf. FP Expert, FPB visited the scene of crime 

on 20.01.2020 and developed 02 chance prints. The developed chance prints were processed and 

compared with the finger print records of SFPB, CID, A.P, Mangalagiri. One chance print was 

found identical with the offender. Based on the report of FP Expert, the  IO concerned 

apprehended the criminal on 31.01.2020 and recovered the property of Rs. 28,50,563/-.  
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5. P.S. Bapatla Town, District Guntur, FIR No. 215/2020, Dated, 29.10.2020 u/s 454, 

380 IPC 
 

This is a grave house breaking offence occurred in the Bapatla Town police station range on 

29.10.2020. The offender entered into house by breaking the main door lock. The offender 

decamped with booty worth Rs. 22, 50,000/- by breaking the almirah. FP Expert, FPB visited scene 

of crime on 20.01.2020 and developed 05 chance prints. After elimination of unfit chance prints, 

remaining chance prints were processed and compared with the finger print records of SFPB, CID, 

AP, Mangalagiri and one (01) chance print was found identical with the offender. Based on the 

report of FP Expert, the IO concerned apprehended the offender on 04.11.2020 and recovered the 

property of Rs. 24,97,000/-.  

 

 

6. P.S. Bapatla Town, District Guntur, FIR No. 215/2020, Dated 29.10.2020 u/s 454, 

380 IPC 
 

This is also a house breaking case occurred in Bapatla Town police station range on 

13.06.2019. FP Expert,  FPB visited the scene of crime on the same day and developed 05 chance 

prints. The chance prints were compared with the finger print records of SFPB, CID, AP, 

Mangalagiri. The developed chance prints were found identical with the offender. Thus, finger print 
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identification of the offender helped the IO to apprehend the offender and the accused sentenced to 

suffer rigorous imprisonment by judicial magistrate. 

 
 

 

ASSAM 

1. P.S. Jorhat, District Jorhat, FIR No. 188/2020, Dated 29.08.2020, u/s 392/302 IPC 
 

This is a murder case happened in the Jorhat police station range on 05.09.2020. A 

homeopathic intern of Homeopathic Medical College & hospital, Club Road, Jorhat was killed by 

unknown culprit in his rented house. Finger print expert, Diganta Das visited the scene of crime on 

the same day and developed two chance prints on a door lock of the room. During investigation, 

specimen prints of one suspected person was received for comparison. On comparison the 

developed chance print was found Identical with Left Thumb impression of the accused. The 

compared chance print establishes the identity of culprit. The case is under trial. 
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2. P.S. Fatasil Ambari, District Guwahati, FIR No. 28/2020, Dated 16.01.2020, u/s 

302/376 IPC 

On 15.01.2020, a person, aged 72 year was killed in his own residence by some unknown 

culprits. Finger Print Expert, visited the scene of crime on the same day and developed 03 chance 

prints on CCTV camera which is installed in the house of victim. During comparison, the 

specimen prints of suspected person received from IO for examination, one chance print was found 

identical with the right thumb impression of accused. The chance print found on the CCTV helped 

to establish the identity of the culprit. The case is under trial. 

 

 

  

 
 

DELHI 

 

1. P.S. Moti Nagar, District West Delhi., FIR No. 87/20, Dated 03.02.2020, u/s 302/376 
IPC 

 

This is a Rape-cum-Murder case happened in the Moti Nagar police station range on 

03.02.2020. During the investigation specimen finger/palm impressions of one (01) accused person 

were received for comparison with the developed chance prints. This case was given to Finger 

Print Expert for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. On comparison, chance print marked as 

Q3 was found identical with Left index finger impression of the accused person. In this way finger 

print expert opinion not only help the local police in solving a Rape-cum-Murder case but also 

provided them scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit.  
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2. P.S. Kotwali, District North Delhi, FIR No. 132/20, Dated 13.03.2020, u/s 302 IPC 

 
This case was given to Finger Print Expert for search in the record of the Bureau. Chance 

print marked Q1 has been searched in the record of the Bureau vide TIN 0816618LP00000038 

and it was found identical with right thumb impression of accused (PIN 0816618TP000002469), 

who was arrested in same case. In this way finger print expert opinion not only help the local 

police in solving a Murder case but also provided them scientific & infallible evidence against 

the culprit.  

 

 
 

3. P.S. Dayal Pur, District North East Delhi, FIR No. 398/20, Dated 28.07.2020, u/s 

394/395/397/342/452/ 506/34 IPC, 27/54/59 Arms Act 

 
During the investigation of the robbery cum murder case, specimen finger/palm 

impressions of two suspected persons were received for comparison with the chance prints. This 

case was given for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. On comparison, the chance print 

marked “Q4” was found identical with the left palm portion of one of the suspected person, In 

this way, experts of FPB not only helped the local police in solving a robbery cum murder case 

but also provided them with scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit. In this case. 

 
4. P.S. Nihal Vihar, District Outer Delhi, FIR No. 765/20, Dated 19.07.2020, u/s 302 

IPC 

 
During the investigation of case specimen finger/palm impressions of one (01) suspected 

person were received for comparison. This case was given to Finger Print Expert for comparison 

and expert’s opinion thereon. On comparison, chance print marked Q1 is found identical with 

Left thumb impression of the the suspected person, In this way expert of FPB not only help the 

local police in solving a murder case but also provided them scientific & infallible evidence 

against the culprit. In this case. 

 

 
5. P.S. Chhawla, District Dwarka, FIR No. 19-A, Dated 25.09.2020, u/s 302 IPC 

 
This case was given to Finger Print Expert for search on the record of the Bureau. On 

comparison, chance prints marked Q1 & Q3 were found Inter-Se- Identical. Chance print marked 

Q3 has been searched on the record of the Bureau vide TIN 0817607LP00000026 and this print 

was found identical with right thumb impression of accused and he was arrested in the case, FIR 

No. 837, dated 25.09.2020 U/S 302/201 IPC, P.S. Chhawla and his slip was updated vide PIN 

0817607TP00000252. In this way expert of FPB not only help the local police in solving a 
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murder case but also provided them scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit.  
 

6. P.S. Hazrat Nizamuddin, District South-East, FIR No. 112/20, Dated 19.05.2020, 

u/s 307/376/452/458/394/511 IPC 

 
During the investigation of case specimen finger/palm impressions of one victim and one 

accused person were received for comparison with the developed chance prints. This case was 

given to Finger Print Expert for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. On comparison chance 

print marked Q1 was found identical with right thumb impression of victim & chance print 

marked Q6 was found identical with right palm portion of the accused person. 

 

 

 
GOA  

 
1. P.S. Verna, District South District, FIR No. Nil/2020, Dated 05.02.2020, u/s 454, 380 

r/w 34 IPC 

 
On 05.02.2020, finger print expert visited the scene of crime at 4th floor, Gazala Ameen 

Building, opp Masjid-E-Noor, Zuarinagar, Goa, where H.B.T. occurred at Verna police station 

jurisdiction vide crime No. Nil/20, U/s 380 IPC. During inspection of the crime scene, three 

chance prints were developed on sliding window glass of bedroom gallery and the same was 

directly photographed. On comparison two chance prints were found identical with the Right 

Middle finger impression & Right Ring finger impression of an Ex-convict  person on FPB 

record who was earlier arrested by Vasco P S. in Cr. No. 124/19 u/s 454,457,380 IPC.  

 

 

 
2. P.S. Maina Curtorim, District South District, FIR No. 31/2020, Dated 16.03.2020, 

u/s 454, 380 IPC 

 

On 16.03.2020, upon requisition from PI Maina Curtorim PS, finger print expert visited 

scene of crime at H.No. 170, Maina Gira, Curtorim salcete, Goa where H.B.T. case stands 

registered at Maina curtorim PS of Cr. No. 31/2020, U/s 454/380 IPC. After thorough inspection 

of the SOC, three chance prints were developed on Almirah door and handle. During comparison 

by first expert Sh. Umanath L. Naik and one chance print was found identical with the finger 

impression of offender, he was earlier arrested by Mapusa Police station in the Crime 

No.167/2019 and his FP slips were available in the FACTS database. 
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3. P.S. Porvorim, District North District, FIR No.132/2020, Dated 18.10.2019, u/s 

454,457,380 IPC 

 
On 18.10.2020, finger print team visited scene of crime in Cr. No.132/20, u/s 454/457/380 

IPC at ATM of Union Bank at Succor, Porvorim, Bardez, Goa. During the inspection, 03 chance 

prints were developed on monitor screen of ATM. Finger impression slips of accused was 

received from PI Porvorim PS on 03.11.2020. On comparison by first expert, chance print marked 

as X-2 was found identical with the right thumb finger impression of accused. 

 
4. P.S. Vasco, District South District, FIR No.167/2020, Dated 06.11.2020, u/s 

454/457/380 IPC 

 
On 06.11.2020, the Finger Print team visited SOC in Cr. No.167/20, u/s 454/457/380 IPC, 

at flat no. 303, Khalap Mansion, Vasco, Goa and developed 03 chance prints. Finger impression 

slips of accused Raju Gollar was received from PI Vasco PS on 19.11.2020. During comparison 

by first expert, the chance print marked as X-1 (on whisky bottle) was found identical with the 

right thumb finger print impression of accused. 

 
5. P.S. Mapusa, District North District, FIR No.166/2020, Dated 13.06.2020, u/s 

457/380 IPC 

 
On 23.06.2020, finger print team visited scene of crime at Shiv Mandir, Satt Adhar 

complex, Karaswada, Mapusa, Goa, where theft case was reported in the jurisdiction of Mapusa 

PS vide Cr. No. 166/20 u/s 457/ 380 IPC. During the inspection one chance print was developed 

on steel plate using universal grey powder and the same was photographed. During comparison 

by first expert, the chance print found identical with the finger print on finger impression slip of 

the accused. 

 

GUJARAT 

1. P.S. Varachha, District-Surat City, FIR No. A-11210060202163, Dated 31.10.2020, 

u/s 302/327 IPC, G.P Act 135(1). 

F.P. Expert visited the scene of crime on 31.10.2020 at “Dhanraj Machhi’s office, Rana 

panch wadi, Nr. Bhavani circle, Surat city. Three developed bloody chance prints on glass were 

photographed. Chance print marked A was found identical with right thumb of accused. 
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2. P.S. Damavav, District-Panchmahals, FIR No. 11207077200374/20, Dated 

09.10.2020, u/s 395 IPC, G.P Act 135(1) 

F.P Expert visited the crime scene on 09.10.2020 at “Village Chatha, Tehsil Ghoghamba, 

District Panchmahals and developed one chance print on glass bottle. Chance print marked A was 

found identical with left thumb of accused. 

 

3. P.S. Balasinor, District-Mahisagar, FIR No. I 54/2019, Dated 18.08.2019 u/s 302, 

376-A, 397,452 IPC 
 

F.P Expert visited the crime scene on 19.08.2019 at “Golwad, Balasinor” and developed 

three chance prints on glass. Chance print marked A, B and C were found identical with right 

thumb, right index and right middle of accused.  

 
4.  P.S. Shahibaug, District-Ahmedabad City, FIR No. A-11191031201397/20, Dated 

13/07/2020, u/s 294-B, 324 IPC, G.P Act 135(1) 

 
F.P Expert visited the crime scene on 13.08.2020 at “Shibaug P. St” and developed one 

chance print on scissor using black powder. Chance print marked A was found identical with right 

index of accused.  

 
 

 

 

HIMACHAL PRADESH 

 
1. P.S. Recong Peo, District Kinnaur, FIR No. 11/2015, u/s 302 IPC 

 

In this case, chance prints developed and lifted by investigation officer and the same were 

sent to Finger Print Bureau for Comparison with the search slips of 20 suspected persons. The 

finger prints were compared by the ASI, Finger print Expert at the Bureau. Out of the 03 chance 

prints one chance print was found identical with the accused. Accused has been convicted for 20 

years of rigorous imprisonment by the Ld. Court at Rampur Shimla Distt. 

 

 

2. P.S. Dhalli, District Shimla, FIR No. 219/20, Dated 11.09.2020, U/s 457/380 IPC 
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Finger Print Expert, ASI along with his team visited the crime scene. After thorough 

examination of the crime scene seventeen chance prints were developed using black powder on 

articles like Door handle, Tin jewelry box and Puja Thali. Upon comparison 02 chance prints 

were found identical. 

 

JHARKHAND 

1. P.S. Saraidhela, District Dhanbad, FIR No. 08/2020, Dated 13.01.2020, u/s 
457/380 IPC 

 
This is a notorious case of burglary happened at Saraidhela PS (Dhanbad) Case No. 

08/2020, dated 13.01.2020, U/s 457/380 IPC. After thorough examination of the scene of crime, 

investigation officer developed 15 chance prints on godrej almirah and lock of the gate using grey 

and florescent powder and lifted the prints for comparison. The developed chance prints were sent 

to the FPB CID Jharkhand for further expert opinion. Received chance print marked as ‘H1’ 

found on grass green almirah in the room no. 02 of scene of crime (marked H) was identical with 

the right ring finger print of suspect.  

  
2. P.S. Kotwali PS, District Ranchi, FIRNo.122/2020, Dated 01.09.2020, u/s 461/379 

IPC 
 

This is a sensational burglary case happened in an office ( business) at a crowded market 

place of Ranchi reported in Kotwali P.S. Case No. 122/2020, dated 01.02.2020, U/s 461/379 IPC. 

Investigation officer visited the scene of crime and developed 08 chance prints on door of godrej 

almirah and locker of almirah using Black powder and florescent powder. Developed chance 

prints were sent to the FPB CID Jharkhand for further Expert opinion. Received chance prints 

marked as ‘E’& ‘F’ found on the doors of a Goderej almirah and ‘H’ on its locker in the office of 

the victim. Palm prints of the suspect.   

 

3. P.S. Rehla, District Palamu, FIR No. 04/2019, Dated 29.01.2019, u/s 

420/504/506/120B IPC 
 

This is a money dispute case happened in the Rehla PS Case No. 04/2019, dated 

29.01.2019, U/s 420/504/506/120B IPC, the question arose as to whether suspect has withdrawn 

money from the Central Bnak of India, Rehla Branch, Garhwa road. suspect denied the withdrawal 

of money from the bank. The case was registered and documents related with the case were sent to 

FPB, CID, Jharkhand, Ranchi. On examination of the finger prints, the prints found on the 

withdrawal form identical with the specimen left thumb finger print of the suspect, and thus the 

case was solved by the finger print opinion. 
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4. Departmental case received by DIG, S.C. Range Ranchi, Dated 16.10.2019 

 
The finger print found on the verification roll matched with specimen of left thumb 

impression of dismissed constable. You can change the face but not the finger print, this adage was 

once again proved right when the two identical finger prints on the candidates register did not 

match with the finger print situated on the verification roll and the specimen finger prints (Left 

Thumb Impression and Right Thumb Impression) of dismissed constable of IRB-2, Chaibasa. 

Finger print science answered this puzzle successfully. Thus the fraud of dismissed constable was 

proved. 

 

 

 
KARNATAKA 

1. P.S. Jalahalli, District Bengaluru City, FIR. No. 86/2020, Dated 20.09.2020, u/s 392/ 

397 IPC & 27 Arms Act. 

 
On 20.09.2020 around at 10.00 am two culprits were entered the complainant owned  jewelry 

shop and threatened him by showing the pistol and robbed the gold jewelry and silver articles and 

cash all worth Rs.90,00,000/-. After getting the information from police control room, finger print 

expert of the finger print unit, Bangalore city visited the scene of crime and searched scene of 

crime thoroughly for chance print and succeeded to develop 01 chance print on jewelry show case 

box found at scene of crime. Then fingerprint exerts came back to fingerprint unit and searched the 

same chance print by PSI and HC & FPE, in AFIS software on the same day and found that chance 

print was matched with left hand thumb impression of accused . Then the police persons arrested 

the said accused on the basis of information of the 02 more offenders. On the basis of his 

information 02 more accused were arrested and property worth Rs.90,00,000/- was recovered. 

 

 
2. P.S. City Market, District Bangalore City, FIR No. 162/2020, Dated 29.10.2020, u/s 454/457/ 

380 IPC 

 

On 29.10.2020 around at 07.00 am complainant filed a case that some unknown culprits 

broke down his owned Jewellery shop and stolen Gold jewellery and Silver articles, all worth 

Rs. 48,42,400/-. After getting the information from police control room, finger print experts of 

finger print unit Bangalore city visited the scene of crime and searched scene of crime 

thoroughly for chance prints and succeeded to develop 03 chance prints on jewellery shops front 

wooden door and 02 chance prints on Gold jewels glass show case found at scene of crime. 

Then finger print experts came back to finger print unit and searched the same chance prints. 

The chance prints searched by PI & FPE and HC&FPE, in AFIS software and found that chance 
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prints found on the wooden door marked as A, B and C were matched with right hand ring 

finger, index finger and middle fingers impression in sequence of accused. Then the police 

persons arrested the said accused on the basis of information provided by finger print unit. After 

detail enquiry with the accused, he gave the information of the 03 more offenders. On the basis 

of his information 02 more accused were arrested and property worth Rs, 37,00,000/- was 

recovered. 

 
3. P.S. Gundlupet, District Chamarajanagara, FIR No. 198 /2020 Dated 26.05.2020, u/s 

143/147/ 148/302/307/504 r/w 149 

 
Above case was reported on 26.05.2020 murder case of a person The Staff of Finger print 

unit visited the spot, verified different articles and developed five chance prints. Chance print 

marked as, “Q1” “Q2” Q3” “Q4” and “Q5” were compared with inmates and Automated 

Fingerprint Identification System remained unidentified. On 21.07.2020, finger prints of accused 

persons send to unit, they were arrested in the same case. Chance prints Q2 and Q3 were found 

identical with the accused persons. 

 

4. P.S. Gandhi Gunj, District Bidar, FIR No. 214/2019 Dated 31/12/2019 u/s 

457/380/149 IPC 

On midnight 31.12.2019 the house of Complaint the unknown culprits broken the door lock 

and stolen gold ornaments total worth Rs.19,67,300/-. The developed chance print  from the scene 

of crime was sent to verification in KS AFIS data base and found identified with right thumb 

impression of accused. He was previously arrested in Basavakalyan Town PS Cr. No. 44/2019, U/s 

392 IPC. 

 
5. P.S. Honnali, District Davanagere, FIR No. 40/2020, Dated 26.02.2020, u/s 

454/457/380/ IPC 
 

Between 25.02.2020 at 03:00 pm to 26.02.2020 at 02:00 am, some unknown culprits 

entered into the house by landing upwards breaking the tile over the house, and stolen 

Rs.12,25,000/- worth gold ornaments and cash. On 26.02.2020 officer and staff of Finger Print 

Unit, Davanagere visited the crime scene & verified the disturbed articles and developed 02 

chance prints on almerah, marked as “A” and “B”. On 05.03.2020, the chance print “A” were 

searched in the AFIS software and “A” was found identical with the left thumb finger of 

previously arrestee accused  and he was arrested and Property Recovered. 
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KERALA 
 

1. P.S. Anchal District Kollam Rural, FIR No. 1540/2020, u/s 174 IPC 

 
This is a sensational grave, rare of the rarest case in the history of Kerala Police. A case of 

planned murder of the wife by young husband. As per the long term plan he had hidden a Cobra 

on a bottle in his bag to get a right opportunity to bite his wife so that it will be death due to 

casual snake bite. He had got trained in catching and handling snakes and the nature of snake 

behavior. An early attempt using viper had failed since she was hospitalized in time by the 

relatives. So this was more planned activity rectifying the early failure. She was given sedative 

before she was bitten by the snake bought from, the snake catcher kept with him about a month 

in plastic container. After the bite he had kept the window open of the bedroom. The scene was 

all set to appear the death natural and he succeeded in it. The body was cremated in fire. The first 

attempt was at his own home by the viper and the second was at her home. This created 

suspicious in some corners which lead to the formation of special investigation team who solved 

the mystery. The scientific evidence was used in all aspects and field during the investigation. 

The abandoned bottle with holes in which snake was kept was recovered. Two fragments of 

chance prints were identified as that of her husband. On forensic examination and by the Expert 

of wild life, the bottle was ascertained to be the one in which cobra was kept. The crime scene 

was inspected by Tester Inspector and Finger Print Searcher and identified was done by Finger 

Print Searcher. A special public prosecutor was appointed by the government and the case is 

undertrial. 

 

2. P.S. Ernakulam South, District Malappuram, FIR No. 1384/2019, Dated 

16/09/2020 u/s 457, 461, 380 IPC 

  
This is the case of theft on board the Indigenous Aircraft Carrier which was under 

construction at the Cochin Shipyard. Computer parts including hard disks were reportedly 

stolen. The theft came to notice during testing of its IPMS system, following which an FIR was 

registered by the police. Considering the extreme importance, NIA took over the probe and 

collected Finger/Palm prints of around 6300 persons who engaged to have and had some 

connection with the Shipyard. The Finger Print Expert inspected the scene of crime had a 

thorough look and collected all chance prints including palm fragments. On comparison one of 

the palm print found at the crime scene matched with one suspect, after interrogation he 

confessed the involvement of his co-accused also. 
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3. P.S. Angamaly P.S, District Ernakulam Rural, FIR No. 1203/2020, Dated 

14/09/2020 u/s 174 Cr.PC 

 
In this case, fingerprint expert visited the scene of crime on 14.09.2020 and one 

decomposed unidentified dead body was there. In this case unnatural death suspected by electric 

shock while shop theft was attempted and the incident happened three days ago. FP expert 

thoroughly examined the crime scene and developed 03 chance prints and peeled off skin off the 

Deceased. After minutely examining and comparing, the expert came to the final opinion that 02 

chance prints were identical with the right little finger impressions of accused. 

 

 

 

MADHYA PRADESH 
 

1. P.S. Manawar, District Dhar, FIR No. 209/2020, Dated 15/03/2020, u/s 302 IPC 

 
On 16.11.2020, Finger print expert visited the scene of crime related to the crime no. 

209/20 dated 15.03.2020, U/s 302 IPC of police station Manawar Dist. Dhar, the case was 

murder of a girl. A girl having many affairs was murdered by his boyfriend with sharp knife. 

Finger print Expert examined the scene of crime carefully and found 15 chance prints and 

developed on mobile phone, knife, plastic bottle and window with black and silver powder. 

After receiving specimen prints of the suspects from the investigation officer compared with 

developed chance prints and chance one print was found identical with the finger of accused. 

The case is under trial in the court 
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2. P.S. Entkhedi, District Bhopal, FIR No. 428/2020, Dated 16/11/2020 u/s 457/380 
IPC 

 
On 16.11.2020, Finger print expert visited the scene of crime related to the crime 428/20 

U/s 457/380 IPC of police station Entkhedi Dist Bhopal, the case was theft in bank ATM. 

Finger Print Expert carefully examined the scene of crime and found 06 chance print and 

developed using graphite and black powder very flawlessly on the object and surfaces such as 

ATM glass door, plastic chair, ATM machine and cash tray and lifted preserved employing best 

skill and experience. On arrest of suspects the identity and involvement of individual has been 

established by matching of chance prints with specimen finger prints were found identical 

accused persons. In this case Rs. 16,00,000/- were recovered and the case is under trial in the 

court. 

 
3.  P.S. Orcha, District Niwadi, FIR No. 12/2020, Dated 19.01.2020 u/s 302/394/397 

IPC 

 
On 14.01.2020, Finger print expert visited the scene of crime related to the crime 12/20 

U/s 302/394/397 IPC of police station Orcha Dist Niwadi, the case was murder and robbery. 

Finger Print Expert carefully examined the scene of crime and found 04 chance prints and 

developed by using black powder. Out of 04 chance prints 02 chance prints were found 

identical with suspected person finger print. The case is under trial in the court. 

 

4. P.S. Pachore, District Rajgarh, FIR No. 270/2020, Dated 15.07.2020 u/s 

381/328/120B/411 IPC 

 
On 15.07.2020, Finger print expert visited the scene of crime related to crime no 270/2020 

U/s 387/328/120B/411 IPC PS Pachore Dist. Rajgarh. Finger print expert examined the scene of 

crime very carefully and found 14 chance prints and developed on white almirah and jwellary 

box by using black and white powder. Chance prints found on SOC were compared with 

specimen prints of suspects provided by IO. 09 chance prints were found identical with the 

specimen prints of suspects. The finger print expert furnished his opinion and helped the IO to 

solve the case and send the criminals behind the bars. In this case Rs. 1,53,00,000/- property was 

recovered and the case is under trial in the court. 
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MAHARASHTRA 
 

1. P.S. Mulund, District Mumbai, FIR No. 645/2020, Dated 01.10.2020 u/s 302 IPC 

On 02.10.2020, a call received from East control Chembur, Mumbai to attend a murder 

crime scene detected at the Mulund police station circle. Investigation van rushed to the crime 

scene. Jr. Exp./ API (FP) developed seven chance prints on “plastic glass” out of the seven chance 

prints three chance prints were found identical with accused persons. 

2. P.S. Malad, District Mumbai, FIR No.708/2020, Dated 10.09.2020 u/s 454,457,380 
IPC 

On 13.09.2020, a call received from north control Kandivali, Mumbai to attend a HBT crime 

scene found at the Malad police station circle. Investigation van rushed to the crime scene. F.P 

Expert developed four chance prints brilliantly and the case was detected by searching the print on 

the previously convicted record at FPB, Mumbai. The culprit was arrested because of the opinion 

from the finger print expert. I.O arrested the culprit and recovery of Rs. 30,00,000/- can be 

possible. 

 

3. P.S. Hingan Ghat, District Wardha, FIR No. 683/2019, Dated 08.11.2020 u/s 

454,380,34 IPC 
 

This was a house breaking case. The culprit entered the house by breaking the door lock. The 

valuable ornaments of diamond, gold and silver jewelries were stolen. The SOC was inspected and 

finger prints were developed brilliantly by the F.P expert. On the opinion furnished by the F.P 

expert police arrested the culprit and recovery of Rs.11,50,000/- can be possible.  

 

4. P.S. Palam, District Parbhani, FIR No.102/2020, Dated 10.06.2020 u/s 457, 380 IPC 

 
The culprit entered through the door by breaking lock. As per information received from the 

Control Room, finger print expert rushed to the SOC. The SOC was inspected and two finger 

prints were developed. The case was detected because of the hard work by the F.P expert as he 

searched the chance print on the local Hot Criminal Record maintained by him at district level. 

This helped the I.O to arrest the accused and recovered 2.8 gm. gold. 
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5. P.S. Tiroda, District Gondia, FIR No.297/2020, Dated 22.08.2020 u/s 454, 457&380 
IPC 

 

The culprit entered in by breaking lock of steel shutter. Control Room informed to the F.P 

expert that the SOC is residence of Covid positive person and two of the inmates were died due to 

Corona. The F.P expert taken care and wore PPE Kit. F.P expert inspected the SOC minutely and 

developed two finger prints. The developed chance prints were searched against the local Hot 

Criminal Record maintained by the finger print expert at district level. This finger print evidence 

helped the I.O to arrest the accused and recovered the stolen things. 

 

MIZORAM 
 

1. P.S. Bawangkawn, District Aizwal, FIR No. 294/2019 Dated 28.09.2019 u/s 457,380 
IPC 

 

On 17.12.2019, a crime case was reported at Bawngkawn Police Station that an unknown 

perpetrator gained unauthorized access into a house by breaking the window while the inmates 

were off to work. The bedroom of the house was heavily ransacked and the steel almirah was 

forcibly opened. Around 2 laks rupees and ladies garments were stolen from it. As per requisition 

from the police, a team of Forensic expert visited the spot. After thorough search and examination 

of the scene, 07 chance prints were developed with black powder from window pane, Steel almirah 

and broken glass. The lifted chance prints were handed over to the police for further necessary 

action. The chance prints developed and lifted by the finger print expert was successfully traced in 

AFIS and identified with left middle finger impression of the specimen print of accused. Thus 

through finger print science the culprit was identified within span of two days only. On 4th march, 

2020 the accused was convicted under 454/380 IPC and sentence him to undergo Simple 

Imprisonment for three months each for both the offences and to pay a fine of Rs. 1500/- each for 

the offence. 

 

NAGALAND 
 

1. P.S. Dimapur (CMD) P.S, District Dimapur, FIR No. DMR (CMD) P.S C/No.09/2020, 

07/2020 u/s 457/380/426 IPC, 457/380 IPC 

 
Two requisition to visit SOC was received from DMR CMD PS ref GDE No. 04/2020 dated 

27.01.2020 and ref GDE No. 02/2020 dated 28.01.2020, accordingly reported to the SOC, 

developed latent prints and handed over to the I.O. of the case. The same was received to the 

office for examination/Expert opinion from the commissioner of Police. 
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i. Ref DMR CMD PS C/No 009/2020 U/s 457/380/426 IPC 

 

Burglary at Nagaland Police Central School Police complex by unknown person and broke, 

open the school office room as well as vandalized. As endorsed the case Finger Print Expert 

examined the chance print with 04 nos. of suspected person FP slips exhibit CP- I A9 laboratory 

marking lifted from glass window matched with the accused person. 

 
ii. Ref DMR CMD PS C/No 0807/2020 U/s 457/380 IPC 

 

Burglary at Agape Hr. Sec. School and stole 32 nos. of mobile phones from the principal 

office. As enclosed the case Finger Print Expert examined the chance print with the forwarded 

slips of one inmates and two suspect person FP slips but the report was “Untraced”. However, 

the expert taking in consideration of the modus operandi of the burglary case, checked the chance 

print with the different traced burglary case of DMR CMD PS C/No 009/2020, and compared 

with the four suspect FP slips and found one no. of palm print marked as exhibit CP-III A1 

laboratory marking which is lifted from OC tile floor match with the right hand plam print of 

accused person marked as P1 laboratory marking of accused and report submitted as “Traced”. 

Thus resulting in significant benefit to the investigation agency of the same accused person 

involving in two different burglary cases and recovering of stolen property by using scientific aid 

of investigation. 

 

ODISHA 

1. P.S. Sambalpur Town, District Sambalpur, FIR No. 479/2020 Dated 15.11.2020, u/s 

302 IPC 

 
On 15.11.2020, some unknown persons committed murder of one unknown lady by throttling 

and fled away from the house at Jurabandha, Modipada, PS. Sambalpur Town by locking the door 

from outside. While FP Expert visited and thoroughly examined the scene of crime 01 chance 

prints was developed on the outer surface of Steel Lock using white powder. The chance prints 

was compared with suspected prints and found one print identical with the right middle finger of 

accused. The case is sub judice. 

 

2. P.S. Koraput Town, District Koraput, FIR No.142/2020, Dated 28.04.2020, u/s 
302/34 IPC 

 

On 28.04.2020, some unknown culprits committed murder of a person in a newly constructed 

building of Bikash diagnostic centre of Koraput town. While FP Expert visited and thoroughly 

examined the scene of crime and 04 chance prints were found and developed on the outer surface 

of a switch board, outer surface of another switch board and wall of bore well using black 
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magnetic powder and direct photography of visible and blood prints. The chance prints were 

compared with suspected prints and found identical with the left middle finger of accused. The 

case is sub judice. 

 

 

 
3. P.S. Dungurupalli, District Subarnapur, FIR No.143/2020, Dated 19.08.2020 u/s 

395/397 IPC 

 
On 19.08.2020, some unknown miscreants entering into a temporary portable cabin of 

Ashribad construction, Junadihi PS. Dungurupalli committed dacoity and taken away one mobile 

phone and valuable articles. FP Expert visited scene of crime and thoroughly examined the scene 

of crime and developed 03 chance prints on the door of a portable cabin and two chance prints 

from back side of door of portable cabin using black magnetic powder and direct photography of 

visible print. The chance prints were compared with suspected prints and found identical with the 

right ring & right middle finger of accused. The case is sub judice. 

 
4. P.S. Balliguda, District Knadhamal, FIR No. 188/2020 Dated 10.12.2019 u/s 302 

IPC r/w sec 25/27 Arms Act. 

 

On 19.08.2020, two unknown persons suddenly fired bullets on one person during tussle 

between them for unknown reason. Diseased fell down on the ground and they fled away. FP 

Expert visited scene of crime and thoroughly examined the scene of crime and developed 01 

chance prints on the griff stock portion of a Pistol using white powder. The chance prints were 

compared with suspected prints and found identical with the right thumb of accused. The case is sub 

judice. 

 

 

 

 
5. P.S. G. Nuagaon, District Berhampur, FIR No. 87/2020, Dated 14.06.2020, u/s 

458/394/302 IPC 

  
On 14.06.2020, some unknown culprits committed murder one person, Proprietor of Haritage 

Milk Products located at MAV Public school, Hilpatna, Berhampur in office room and taken away 

cash with gold ornaments. FP Expert visited scene of crime and thoroughly examined the scene of 

crime and developed 02 chance prints on outer surface of iron safe lock door using white powder. 

The chance prints were compared with suspected prints and found identical with the right middle 

& ring digit of accused. The case is sub judice. 
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PUDUCHERRY 
 

1. P.S. Grand Bazaar, District Puducherry, FIR No. 260/2020, Dated 27.07.2020, U/s 

457/380 IPC 

 

On 22.07.2020, R. Arimadhivendan, SI (Tester) / Finger Print Expert along with, Finger Print 

Searcher, visited the Scene of Crime at No.55, Rose Apartment, Venkata Nagar, Puducherry and 

thoroughly examined and developed chance Prints on the drawer of the steel almirah by using white 

powder. The developed chance print A1 was compared with Bureau Records. During the course of 

comparison, Chance Print A1 was identical with left thumb finger of accused. 

 

 

PUNJAB 
 

1. P.S. Shahpur Kandi, District Pathankot, FIR No. 153/2020, Dated 20.08.2020 U/s 

458/459/460 IPC Add on 302/307/148/149 IPC 

A case was registered on 20/08/2020, at Shahpur Kandi PS. It was later informed to FPU. ASI, 

Finger print Expert from Finger Print Unit, Pathankot visited the SOC and searched for fingerprint 

clues. After a thorough examination of SOC, he developed 06 chance prints on the glass tumbler 

and steel almirah using grey powder. The chance prints developed were compared with the 

suspect finger print of accused specimen prints and were found identical with right thumb and 

right middle finger impression. 

 

 

RAJASTHAN 
 

1. P.S. Bhimganj Mandi, District Kota City, FIR No. 57/2019, Dated 31.01.2019, 

U/s 302/397/460/376/511IPC 

 

This was a sensational case involving rape, double murder and loot of property approximate 

value of 03 crore. On 31.01.2019 I/c mobile unit Kota city visited the scene of crime and developed 

05 chance prints on wooden door, iron almirah and handle of almirah which were compared with 

finger print specimen of suspects, the accused later on convicted with the capital punishment. The 

case was received at FPB on 19.02.2019 and allotted to FP expert on which he promptly examined 

the case and prepared the expert report, Hon’ble court fully relied and convinced with the presence 

of accused person at the scene of crime. In this case accused punished under section 302/34 IPC 
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death sentence with Rs. 50,000/- fine, 376/34 IPC life imprisonment with Rs.10,000/- fine, 460/34 

life imprisonment with Rs. 10,000/- fine and 397/34 ten year rigorous imprisonment with Rs. 

10,000/-fine. 

 

 

SIKKIM 
 

1. P.S. Sadar, District East, FIR No. 29/2020, Dated 08.02.2020 U/s 454,380 IPC 

 
On 09.02.2020, Karma Bhatia, Police Inspector from CID/PHQ, Gangtok visited the 

SOC, and searched for fingerprint clues. After a thorough examination of SOC, he developed four 

chance prints on plastic containers, diary book and edge of the window using black powder & found 

four visible prints. The chance prints were found identical with the right thumb, right ring, left 

thumb and left middle of suspect. The accused is in judicial custody and the case is under trial. 

 
 

 

 

TAMILNADU 

1. P.S. C 2-Elephantgate, District Flower Bazaar, FIR No. 865/2020, Dated 25.08.20, 

U/s 380 / 406 IPC 

 
On 25.08.2020, information was given by C 2-Elephantgate PS, A theft was committed 

in the Jewelry shop at No.17/10 Vijay Complex, Veerappan Street, Sowkarpet, Chennai. FP team 

visited the scene of crime and developed three chance prints. Out of that one chance print was 

found identical with inmates and remaining two chance prints were kept for further comparison. 

The said two chance prints were later found identical with one of arrested person. 

 

2. P.S. Kottaipattainam, District Pudukkottai, FIR No 569/2020, Dated 24.12.20, U/s 

457, 380 IPC 

 

The Accused entered into house by breaking the door and committed theft. DSP and SI 

from Finger Print Unit visited the SOC and searched for finger print clues. After a thorough 

examination of SOC, they developed one chance print on wooden door using white powder. The 

chance prints developed were searched in the database and found identical with left middle finger 

of accused Gold Jewelry worth Rs3,90,000/- has been recovered. 
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3. P.S. Vedasandur, District Dindigul, FIR No. 1062/2020, Dated  19.06.2020,  

U/s 342,294(b),394,395,397 IPC 

 

On 19.06.20 day time, the culprits trespassed into the house and threatening the Inmate 

and assaulted by the knife and committed to theft of 54 Svrn. gold jewels 500 kg Silver,  

Rs.35,30,000/- cash, total worth- Rs.43,22,500/-. The culprits locked the house door and escaped 

from the SOC. The Unit officer visited the scene of crime and developed the chance print from 

main door, wooden cupboard, Bureau. While comparing the Daily Arrest Finger print slip of 

accused and compared the chance print found identical with left index. The accused was arrested 

and property worth Rs.43,22,500/- has been recovered. 

 

4. P.S. Nagarasampatty, District Krishnagiri , FIR No. 39/2020, Dated 26/02/2020, 

U/s 454, 380 IPC 

 

The accused entered into the house by breaking the back door and committed theft of 36 

Svrn. Gold jewels and cash Rs. 20,000. Finger Print Expert visited the scene of crime and 

developed 02 Chance prints on steel almirah using white powder. Upon comparison, one chance 

print was found identical with the Right index and right hand palm print of accused and the details 

were informed to the concerned police station. Property worth Rs.3,80,000/- was recovered. 

 
5. P.S. Airport, District Trichy City, FIR No. 399/2020, Dated 31.07.2019, U/s 454,380 

IPC 

 
Finger Print Expert along with his team visited the scene of crime, after a thorough 

examination of SOC they developed two chance prints on steel almirah by using white powder. The 

chance prints were searched in the database and one chance print was found identical with the 

offender. 

 

 

TELANGANA 
 

1. P.S. Nalgonda Rural, District Nalgonda, FIR No. 78/2020, U/s 457, 380 IPC 

 

This is a case of house breaking by night occurred on intervening night of 19.07.2020 in 

between 22.30 to 24.00 hours at Srinivasa Automobiles and Servicing Centre situated at Marriguda 

By-pass X Roads, Nalgonda. The culprit was entered into the Srinivasa Automobiles by making a 

hole in the iron sheets of roof and searched for valuable articles inside the automobile shop and 

servicing center and finally committed theft of indica car bearing No. TS-0-UB-6047, one serviced 

Engine of Mahendra Supro Minivan vehicle and net cash of Rs. 7,000/- and decamped from crime 
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scene by breaking lock of main gate of Srinivasa Automobiles and Servicing Centre. Loss of 

property in this case was all worth Rs. 2,50,000/-. On receiving a phone call from SHO Nalgonda 

Rural PS on 20.07.2020, Finger Print expert visited crime scene for development of chance prints. 

Minutely examined the crime scene and developed 05 chance prints and marked as A to E. Out of 

05 chance prints, 02 chance prints marked “C & D” were unfit for comparison. The remaining 03 

chance prints “A, B & E” were fit for comparison. Fit chance prints marked “A & B” were 

eliminated with inmate’s finger prints. The remaining fit chance print marked “C” is under 

comparison is processed and found identical on the records of SFPB database with right ring finger 

impression on FP slip of accused. The identified chance print marked “E” was developed on iron 

gate (main gate) which is located outside of crime scene by using white powder. The FP expert had 

made good efforts to develop and identify the chance print. On identification of chance print with 

accused, the same was intimated to concern SHO. Within a short period the SHO has arrested the 

accused and produced him before Honorable JFCM, Court and sentenced him for a period of 2 

years rigorous imprisonment. 

 

 
2. P.S. Palvancha Town, District Bhadradri Kothagudem, FIR No. 306/2020, U/s 457, 

380 IPC 

 

On 11.08.2020, requisition was received from the Sub-Inspector of police Palvoncha 

Town Police staion. A. Sridhar S.I (F.P.B) along with Clues team visited the scene of offence 

occurred  in the house. He has examined entry, exit and all the articles suspected to have been 

handled by the unknown culprits. On minute examination four chance prints were developed on 

iron safe marked as ‘A, B, C and D’. The official photographer photographed the chance prints at 

the scene of crime. Finger prints of inmates also have taken. The chance prints marked ‘A, B, C 

and D’ have been sent through online to state finger print bureau for matching, on verification the 

chance print ‘D’ found identical with right thumb finger impression of accused. He was previously 

arrested in Cr.No.17/1996 u/s 110 Cr. PC of Palvoncha Town PS, Bhadradri Kothagudem Dist. 

Later he was confessed in 16 more cases and recovered property worth Rs.24,00,000/- 

 
3. P.S. Nawabpet, District Vikarabad, FIR No. 19/2019, U/s 454, 380 IPC. 

This case was attended by Sub Inspector of Police, Finger print unit Vikarabad District. A 

total of twelve chance prints were developed from the SOC. Among these two chance prints were 

identical with the left thumb and left palm print of accused. In this case, two culprits were 

involved: 

A-1 accused persons also confessed in: 1) Cr. No 99/2020 U.s 457,380 IPC of Kodangal PS, 

Vikarabad Dist. A/w Lost: Rs. 85,000/- Recovered: Rs. 65,000/- 2) Cr. No 172/2020 u/s 454,380 

IPC of Parigi PS, Vikarabad Dist. A/w Lost: 15,000/- Recovered: 10,000/- & 3) Cr. No 65/2020 

U/s 454, 380 IPC of Pedamul PS, Vikarabad Dist. A/w: Lost: Rs. 3,30,000/- Recovered: Rs. 
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2,40,000/- 

 

4. P.S. Midjil, District. Mahabubnagar, FIR No. 152/2020, U/s 457, 380 IPC 

 
On 19.12.2020 early morning hours, a grave case of house breaking was visited by finger 

print expert, MO is lock break, it was a small house situated at Bowenpally Village (nearly 40 km 

from Mahabubnagar) Midjil PS. It was found that the articles in the house were scattered across 

the room. After examining the disturbed articles for the development of chance prints, FP Expert 

was able to develop two (02) chance prints on the plastic transparent cover which was laid on the 

floor. The Loss of Property in this case was all worth Rs.18000/-. The two chance prints remained 

unidentified with the inmate fingerprints. Then it submitted to the SFPB database through Papillon 

AFIS and found one of the chance print identified with the Left index finger impression of 

accused, who was previously arrested Cr. No: 133/2017 U/s 457,380 IPC of Palvanch Town Ps of 

Kothagudem dist. The information regarding the accused communicated to the IO through superior 

officers. They got arrested on 30.12.2020. They have confessed four (04) more cases including this 

case. Total property recovered was Gold: 61 Tula Cash: Rs. 2,78,000/- and Two (02) Pulsar bikes. 

In this case the offender was not left other clue other than his chance prints. I.O made efforts to 

catch the offender basing detailed information available in the Radio message received from the 

Director, SFPB and became success by capturing notorious offender and along with his associates 

within couple of days. The Total Property recovered from the offender was Gold: 61 Tula, Cash: 

Rs. 2,78,000/- and Two Pulsur bike. 

 
5. P.S. Nacharam, District Rachakonda, FIR No. 499/2019, u/s 454, 380 IPC 

 

The complainant went to office by locking her house main door and when she returned her 

main door latch was broken. It is a day house breaking on 15.12.2020 between 14:40 and 18:30 

hrs. Offender broke the latch of main door and gained entry into house where the Almarah and all 

cup boards were not locked. He fled away with the property of Rs.5,30,000/-. Finger print expert 

reached the SOC within 20 mins by informing the concerned IO to preserve the scene. Took 

photography using Outward spiral method and later divided the crime scene on Zonal method for 

searching chance prints. Developed above said chance prints and identified with accused. Accused 

was remanded on 24.12.2020. 
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WEST BENGAL 

1. P.S. Andal PS, District. Asansol Durgapur Police Commissionerate, FIR No. 

214/2020, Dated 28.07.2020, U/s 498A/302/307/326 IPC 

 
The service of  Finger Print Expert was requisitioned by DCP Zone I (East) ADPC in 

c/w Andal P.S Case No -214/20 dt - 28.07.2020 U/s 498A,302,307,326 IPC. visited the SOC the 

residence, he developed 05 (five) chance prints on Refrigerator and green colour glass bottle on 

04.08.2020. Which were later found identical with the specimen left thumb impression of 

accused. The case was charge sheeted and Sub Judice now. 

 

 

Marked Chance Print Marked Specimen Print  

 

Both the prints are having scale of the photographer 

***
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